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At E-Bike Marketplace, we specialize in lithium-ion batteries. We accept custom new build 

configurations and offer refurbish and rebuild services for an ever-growing lithium-ion battery 

market.How to Replace an Electric Bike Battery if the Model is Discontinued or the Company is 

Out of Business? We will Rebuild Any old E-Bike battery, Electric Bike Battery Repair Near Me 

and Ebike Battery Repair USA.Easy Motion Neo battery with a capacity of 36 Volt, 12 Ah 

designed specifically to fit the 2012-2014 BH Easy Motion Neo electric bikes. We can also 

service and rebuild batteries for newer models such as the Easy Motion Evo, Atom, and Rebel.  

 

Lithium-ion batteries are used in various applications and devices, including personal electric 

vehicles, and are subject to degrading performance with time. Sadly, many companies, products, 

and warranties will come and go as the entire world transitions to lithium-ion technology. Since 

2012, from our facility right here in the U.S., we have helped thousands of customers over the 

years who otherwise would have no viable repair options for their products. Please feel free to 

reach out with Bosch Ebike Battery Replacement any of your battery needs, we are here to help! 

We have over 10 years servicing various different manufacturer batteries from all across the 

world. We support many companies globally and provide customers with refurbished batteries 

for companies that are no longer in business. 

We provide servicing for many different manfacturers and models here in-house, including 

custom builds and conversions. No project is too big or small, feel free to reach out with any of 

your build needs! A battery being sold as "new," may not necessarily be new. A dealer or 

distributor likely has to buy some minimum quantity to get the batteries shipped from overseas. 

They could be sitting in a warehouse or the shop for any length of time, months, or years before 

a customer E Bike Battery Suppliers comes along to purchase them. Most ebike lithium batteries 

start to deteriorate after 3 - 6 months of nonusage. 
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